CAREER INFORMATION BOARD
CAREER QUOTE OF THIS WEEK
“Choose a job you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life.” (Confucius)
Career Zone (Career Option of this Week)
Scholarship Information
Actor

INSOFE Fellowship Competition 2015

Actors portray roles in live and recorded or filmed productions. In the live
performance area, an actor may perform in theatre, opera or variety. In

Deadline: 08/08/2015
Applicable For: Graduate Students
Opportunity type: Scholarship Fellowship
Applicable states: All India
Scholarship provider: University/Colleges
Apply Online :
http://www.insofe.edu.in/init/students/cee_register

KSCSTE Prathibha Scholarship Programme 2015
Deadline: 15/09/2015
Applicable For: 12 passed Science students
Opportunity type: Scholarship
Applicable states: Kerala
Scholarship provider: Governments
Link:
http://www.kscste.kerala.gov.in/index.php/programmesinitiatives/h-r-development-in-s-t/pratibha-scholarship/

School, State and National Level Painting Competition
on Energy Conservation 2015
Deadline: 30/09/2015
Applicable For: Class 4 to 9 Students
Opportunity type: Scholarship Others
Applicable states: All India
Scholarship provider: Governments
LINK:www.beeindia.in
,www.energymanagertraining.com

the recorded medium, an actor may perform roles in theatre, film, radio,
television, commercials, webisodes, mobisodes or other material
distributed online.
Actors need a great deal of patience and commitment, as most
productions require long rehearsal schedules and many hours of
memorising lines outside the rehearsal periods.
Personal requirements


determination



self-confidence



good memory



stamina to perform at peak level



ability to cope with changing situations.



This job also involves:



Mainly indoor work



Reading or writing



Standing for long periods

This occupation offers jobs at the following skill levels:


Professional Jobs



Study requirements

At school, you can study these subject(s) to get a good foundation for this
occupation:


English



Languages



Performing Arts



Find a related course

Duties and tasks of an Actor


Actors may perform the following tasks:



study scripts, learn a part and interpret the role through
speech, gesture and various other performance skills



attend auditions for parts in productions, performing
prepared or improvised pieces



rehearse parts by memorising lines, cues and movements



undertake extensive research for certain roles and
productions



under the guidance of a director, act the part of a film,
television, stage or radio character in front of live audiences,
cameras or microphones



attend costume fittings



sing and dance when a script or role requires it.



Related occupations you might like

Dancer | Entertainer | Film, Stage and Television Director | Media
Presenter | Model | Musician | Singer | Stunt Performer

